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IDC PROJECT
THREE COMPONENTS:
 A brick and mortar EDUCATIONAL CENTER Catering to High School
Age children with Interactive educational exhibits to stimulate
exploration in music, speech, mathematics, art, astronomy, sciences,
nutrition and health.
 An Internet-based VIRTUAL INDIA database and display system for
self-learning and understanding the depth of culture and civilization
 A RESEARCH AND PUBLICATION WING to engage professionals from
various fields to help discover the scientific basis of the empirical
aspects of Indian culture particularly in speech sciences, health
sciences, music and art.

EDUCATIONAL CENTER
(EC)

 A seven floor museum-style building in South Boston
 Bottom two floors below ground contain an auditorium and a food court
 Total foot-print of the Center – about three acres.
 Five floors of exhibit space
 Each floor is about 30,000 sq ft
 Each floor is divided into twenty thematic rooms
 Additionally each floor has ante-rooms and a lecture hall
 Five floors are stacked to create a connected system
 Exhibits depict india’s cultural history from the present day (first floor) to the
Vedic Period (fifth floor.)

“EC” ORGANIZATION

FIVE FLOORS OF EXHIBITS
 FIRST FLOOR – CURRENT PERIOD – 1900AD to PRESENT
Landscape, Coastlines, Mountain Ranges, Rivers, Animals, People, Cities, Sights, Festivals, Freedom Movement,
Partition, Movie Industry, Media, food, transport, development, Technology, Education, Health, politics,
personalities, Indian diaspora

 SECOND FLOOR – MUGHAL PERIOD – 1500AD-1900AD
Babur, Mughal Rulers, Construction, Architecture, Music, Art, Rajput Culture, Conflicts, Shivaji, Maratha Army,
Sikh Resistance, Vijayanagara empire, Literature, Poetry, Religion, Arrival of foreign entities, Christianity, British
occupation, Colonialism, Awakening

 THIRD Floor – HINDU PERIOD – 500AD-1500AD
Buddhist Rule, Philosophy, Nalanda, Astronomy, Mathematics, Kalidasa, Hindu Philosophy, Music, Dance, Folk
culture, Art, Regional languages, Islamic invasion, Conflicts, Scholarly chronicles, Temples, Maritime movement,
opulence, Princes

 FOURTH Floor – BUDDHIST/JAINA PERIOD – 500 BC-500AD
Jaina faith, Buddhism, Magadha, Script, Codification, Books, Sanskrit, Asoka, Chanakya, Economy, Social
Structure, Exports, Trade routes, Silk Road, Alexander, Greek Influence, Iconography, Astronomy, Mathematics,
Literature, Epics, Frescoes, Janapada, Organization

 FIFTH Floor – VEDIC PERIOD and beyond – 5000 BC-500 BC
Geography, Geology, Climate, Land Structure, Vegetation, Cave Settlements, Indus Civilization, River Trade, The
Vedas, The Saraswati Settlements, Fire Rituals, Vedic Cosmology, Theory of Sound, Prosody, Philosophy, Mind,
Meditation, Yoga, Sushruta, Wellness, Oral Literature

IDC “THEMATIC ROOMS”
 “Thematic Rooms” are organized on “THEME” concepts
 A “THEME” encapsulates a milestone in cultural evolution
 A “THEME” is multi-dimensional and has its own history
 A “THEME” is an EDUCATIONAL UNIT.
 A “Thematic Room” is organized to have Ten “Booths”, a reconstructed wall Diorama, and a Representative
encased display “OBJECT”
 Each booth presents a different facet of the theme connecting it to the History of human civilization and world
culture
 The booths have interconnectivity through multimedia interfaces
 The “Thematic Room” gives an immersive experience
 It encourages exploration and curiosity
 It helps construct knowledge using the foundational concepts
 It throws light on human creativity and innovation as a function of time

IDC “OBJECTS”
 The novelty IDC is the segmentation of India’s Cultural History into a
hundred “themes” and each theme being iconized by an “object”.
 An “OBJECT” is a replica or reconstruction of a scene or a monument or a
conceptual event.
 The “OBJECT” IS encased in a 66”x30”x18” glass enclosure and is
displayed in the center island of its “THEME” ROOM.
 EACH PERIOD (FLOOR) has twenty “objects.”
 Each OBJECT is accompanied by a brochure explaining the item.
 The display facilitates a tutorial presentation on the “THEME” By using
the “OBJECT”.
 The OBJECT is designed such that it can be miniaturized in developing gift
items to be sold in museums and book stores, and distributed through
world-wide gift market.
 The miniaturized model can be a “SHOW and TELL” object in creating a
public or classroom lecture on India

“EC” NAVIGATION
 IDC THEMES are organized in twelve populated categories:
Geography, People, Art, Culture, Language, Literature, Philosophy, Religion,
Science, Technology, Economy and Politics.
 Visitors in “EC” can track through the five floors to research and understand any
of the categories through a cross-reference system
 The categories are paired for resource compilation that creates IDC Seminars.
 An IDC online library is a reference database on books, videos, artifacts,
documents, newspaper reports, images

IDC SEMINARS

 IDC Seminars are designed to discover the Indian Identity as analyzed through the known material in India’s
cultural history. the individual’s current state is the mapping tool to calibrate the observations.
 Seminars are held every six months compiling a PERIOD (below).
 Four seminars are completed. Next seminar is scheduled November 3, 2018.
I.
II.
III.
IV.
V.
VI.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

SEMINAR TRACKS:

GEOGRAPHY AND PEOPLE
ART AND CULTURE
LANGUAGE AND LITERATURE
PHILOSOPHY AND RELIGION
SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY
ECONOMY AND POLITICS

DATA PERIODS:

INDUS CIVILIZATION – 10,000BC – 2000 BC
VEDIC PERIOD – 2000BC – 700BC
CLASSICAL PERIOD – 700BC – 200BC
GOLDEN PERIOD – 200BC – 500AD
HINDU PERIOD – 500AD – 1500AD
MUGHAL PERIOD – 1500AD – 1750AD
BRITISH PERIOD – 1750AD – 1947 AD
INDEPENCE PERIOD – 1947 AD - PRESENT

IDC SEMINAR

Indus Civilization (5000BC-2000BC)
• Artifacts as old as 9000BC
• Principal Sites are to the east of
present day Indus (river bed shift!)
• Agricultural, productive, trade-oriented
• Urban dwelling, city planning
• Brick making, drainage system
• Units, measures, weights
• Impressions of writing, seals
• Trade to far-away lands, articles
excavated as far as Iraq.
• Ports, marine trade
• Relative peace, no evidence of violence
• Some religion, rituals
• Climatic shift, rainfall reduction

IDC SEMINARS

VEDIC PERIOD (3000BC-700BC)
• Continued drought possibly forced the migration of
Indus people.
• The Vedas describe the geography of Punjab and
eastern Afghanistan.
• There is new genetic evidence of people entering
from northwest. Older results suggested
homogeneous population.
• People developed strong faith system invoking
grace from the “heavenly” forces.
• Many spoken languages co-existed. Research is
lacking on the development of language.
• People tended to cattle and spend time in rituals.
• Migration to east resulted in clashes with the
native agriculturists.
• Women had a specific and equal role in family.
• Hymnal oral literature, music, vocalization
• Cosmological speculation on universe, man
• Belief in rhythm and order

IDC SEMINARS

CLASSICAl PERIOD (700BC-200BC)
• Settlements diffused and formed the Vedic
Mahajanapadas, regional autonomous units
• New produce and agriculture developed.
• The older indigenous people continued to live in the
east and south.
• Mauryan emperor Ashoka integrated the country up
to deep south.
• Southern kingdoms prevailed with local economy and
maritime trade.
• Astronomy developed. Astronomical calculations
controlled daily life.
• Iron was produced and used.
• Society was stratified on professions, labor.
• Panini compiled Sanskrit grammar.
• Buddha and Mahavir preached harmony and
nonviolence.
• Kautilya compiled the code on statecraft and society.
• Music and dance codes were compiled.
• Culture and craftmanship flourished.

IDC SEMINARS

GOLDEN PERIOD (200BC-500AD)
• Period of prosperity, security, well-being and
creativity.
• Social organization through professional guilds.
• Urbanization, codification, sophistication
• Natyashastra, Valmiki, epics, frescoes, art
• Urban person, conduct, dress, etiquette
• Development of script and secular literature
• Literary explosion in all fields.
• Analytic philosophy, Buddhism, Jainism
• Freedom of expression, freedom of work
• Faith development, multiple cults, coexistence
• Number theory, astronomy, musicology
• Theory of speech, science of meditation, hygiene
• Herbal medicine, treatment plans, nutrition plans
• Metallurgy, smelting, rust-proof steel, weapons
• Administration, land classification, tax-system
• Prescribed roles for the King and the laymen
• Trade, transport, infrastructure, maritime routes
• A Federalized economy with mutual responsibility of
production, export and profit-sharing

IDC FINDINGS
• Indus Civilization
Industry, Innovation
• Vedic Period
Language, Organization
• Classical Period
Literature, Conduct
• Golden Period
Aesthetics, Analysis

VIRTUAL INDIA (VI)
VIRTUAL INDIA (VI) is an internet-based database-driven display
system that can be used for self-learning and research.
The material will be anchored on IDC OBJECTS and the THEMES
described above.
The material will be context-driven and hyperlinked.
An AI interface will help the guide the learner through the
queries.
The material will be graphically presented with image and video
displays as would be available.
We are just beginning to create the team for the project.
Our expected draft release date is projected to be 2022.

IDC RESEARCH
A team has begun to look at the language and speech
theories.
The team consists of seven participants: a physicist, a
linguist, a neuroscientist, a philosopher, a computer scientist,
A designer and an electrical engineer.
Papers have been contributed to the World Sanskrit
Conference at Bangkok in 2015 and at Vancover in 2018.
A formal grant proposal is being initiated to be submitted
in 2019.
Collaboration and participation has been world-wide.

SUMMARY and time Schedule
“EC” content development would complete in 2019
IDC Seminars would be completed in 2020
Fundraising for the “EC” will begin in 2020
“EC” Object development would complete in 2021
VIRTUAL INDIA “VI” would be released in 2022
The Construction work on the IDC Educational center is
likely to begin in 2024.
The targeted opening of the IDC “EC” is 2025.
More information is at http://www.indiadiscoverycenter.org

Thank you!

